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On a fort y-rive-acre property on the
Connec t icut- New York border, Karp
Associates. Inc. designed an addition
for a two-bedroom home that includes
a self-sufficient guest area/garage, that
incorporates multiple views, and keeps the
garage hidden from the original house.
Desig ned to have the feel of a Japanese
pavilion, the new space has modern
amenities suc h as a self-rising TV, remotecontrol window shades and lighting, but
a serene color palette and natural touches
like rainforest green granite cQuntertops
and warm mahogany cabinetry to keep
it minimal and soothing.
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Laura Kaehler Architects, LLC

The owner 's desire was to make this home a truly luxurious
space for formal entertaining. Laura Kaehler Architects created
a grand, vaulted entertaining area in the center of the house,
and opened up the kitchen, dining room and sitting room to
a single-level deck to maximize space and the 270 degrees of
water view. Large, custom sliding doors by nschler und Sohn
spa n the en tire water side of the house. "Clean, classic with
a modern ea rthy approach," says Thom Filicia.
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« Granoff Architects
The owners of this mid-century Fire Island
cottage wanted Granoff Architects to "think
mid-century modern" for inspiration, and use
retro appliances in the update of their home.
The colorful kitchen has gorgeous views, and
the bedrooms and bathrooms are scaled to
maximize space for the family. Oversized
lift-and-slide doors open the house up to the
outside, and resin siding panels refled the tones
of the sky and the bay. "Nice use of materials,"
says Corey Papadopoli. "And color helps keep
the spaces spare wilhout feeling cold."
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